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PRESS RELEASE
„The Original SPORTCARAVAN“ turns bike tours into a new, ultimate experience
•T
 he „transport and lifestyle caravan“ „Cube“ by Steffen Gross combines a safekeeping garage with
living space on wheels. Fully sealed off to prevent unpleasant smell: sleeping in a separate hotel
or tent is out of date!
• It remains together what belongs together: You‘ll never be alone!
• Jens Kuck, Grip moderator and motorcycle expert, loves his „SPORTCARAVAN“ and calls it „Captain Kucks cabin“
„The Original SPORTCARAVAN“ brings together what belongs together: man and machine,
human and high-quality leisure and sports equipment. Inventor and founder Steffen Gross has
established a market segment that has not existed so far: a product for bikers and active recreational sportspeople in its most functional form. The SPORTCARAVAN combines in a unique way a
transport and living solution for those who want to go on longer tours with their motorcycles and
do not want to spend the night in hotels - and at the same time want to keep their high-profile
babies close to them.
Steffen Gross has designed the ultimate transport and lifestyle vehicle for you: „The Original
SPORTCARAVAN“. The hotel with garage is available in two variants: Cube 4 and Cube 5. From
the outside it looks like an unimpressive box, but inside it`s a jewel with a large number of well
thought-out functions, manufactured in the best German handcrafted quality in Harthausen near
Speyer, and at any time upgradeable by specials such as an awning or an electric winch to simplify
the loading of your motorbike. However, the absolute unique position and innovator function is
the combination of a safe and dry motorbike garage fully sealed off a caravan cabin which offers
enough space for up to four people.
With the simple and practical form of a cube, Steffen Gross has successfully concealed what kind
of comfort is waiting for you inside the SPORTCARAVAN: comfortable beds, perfect mini-kitchen,
dining table, storage space and in the XL version even a shower.
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Pure efficiency, endless fun
The SPORTCARAVANs are small rolling hotels with a garage for the two-wheeled treasures, fully-fledged caravans with integrated motorbike storage. Everything is straightforward and can be
put into operation in a short period of time. Steffen Gross puts it in a nutshell: „Simply pack your
equipment, invite friends, go somewhere comfortable, camp and hit the road. The living area can
accommodate up to four people for sleeping eating and drinking. The four-berth are quickly prepared in the evening. In model Cube 5 there is even a toilet-shower. If the weather permits, bikers
will sit outside anyway, barbecuing, listening to music or enjoying nature.
Fun is o.k. but the efficieny is just as important. Form follows function! And the two CUBE versions are unbeatable. On one hand the motorbikes are safe, dry and odorless parked in the mobile
garage, on the other hand, the sophisticated interior ensures that no chaos arises. The storage
compartments offer plenty of space for bike wear, clothes, food and drinks. That is the reason
why the word „Caravan“ is part of the brand name. Following models are currently available:
Cube 5
The Big Brother is the comfort model with these external dimensions: L 6,500 (up to 7,000 possible) x W 2,400 x H 2,700 mm.
• 4 seats
• 4 beds
• WC
• kitchen unit with sink, icebox and hob
• Heating

Cube 4
The little brother is extremely space-saving. External dimensions: L 6000 (up to 6,500 possible) x
W 2,400 x H 2,700 mm
• 4 seats
• 4 beds
• WC
• Kitchen block with sink, coolbox and hob
• Heating
The unloaded weight is 1,400 kg (Cube 5) and 1,000 kg (Cube 4)
The gross vehicle weight would be 2,200 kg (Cube 5) and 1,800 kg (Cube 4). Due to windows at
each side and in the roof no electric lighting is required within the living part of the caravan during the day.
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The manufacturer offers some additional features for both versions of the CUBE. Very popular is
the awning „Dometic“ (B 4.500 x D 2.500) and the matching awning walls. This creates additional
sheltered space in front of the SPORTCARAVAN - protection against sun or rain and bad weather. If you need a bit more space in the garage, you can order an extension of 500 mm. Additional
storage space is also available in an aluminum box which is attached onto the drawbar. In general,
Steffen Gross and his team are offering individual solutions - whether especially exterior design
(custom colors, branding, advertising imprints), TV and solar modules, anything is possible!
In order to simplify loading and unloading of heavy motorbikes there is an additional ramp (L
1,600 x B 510), an electric winch with remote control or the motorcycle loading system K30 A
(fully electric „ramp“ with remote control) available.
Jens Kuck loves his Cube
How he lives in his SPORTCARAVAN and what equipment he has, how practical and fast everything can be prepaired to hit the road, all that shows motorcycle expert, globetrotter and grip moderator (RTL2) Jens Kuck in his impressive Youtube videos. They are currently available on Youtube
or on website www.sportcaravan.de. Once you have seen how excited Jens Kuck is you will soon be
ordering your own SPORTCARAVAN. Honest: More and more Harley-Davidson and BMW bikers
use their CUBE to join biker events or special tours. Till now they have had to sleep in hotels or in
a tent and parked their „baby“ elsewhere, but from now on man and machine are united.

Contact
SPORTCARAVAN
Werksiedlung Hufnagel 11
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+49 6344 944 880
www.sportcaravan.de
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